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Abstract. We investigate three security enhancement transformations,
based on the well known OR-proof technique, in identity-based identifi-
cation (IBI) protocols and show a required condition of the underlying
IBI protocols. The transformations can convert an IBI protocol, which
satisfies a property similar to the Σ-protocol and is secure against im-
personation under passive attacks, to one secure against impersonation
under concurrent attacks in both adaptive and weak selective identity
attack models. In addition, we argue that enhancing the security in the
static identity attack model with two of the transformations seem to be
difficult; however, we prove that the other can convert an IBI protocol,
which satisfies another property, in the model.

Keywords: identity-based identification, OR-proof, impersonation un-
der concurrent attacks.

1 Introduction

Identification is an important research topic in cryptography and is formulated
as a protocol between a prover and a verifier, where the prover wants to prove
his/her identity to the verifier. In normal settings, the verifier needs to know the
identity and public-key of the prover. The security of identification protocols is
defined through an experiment with an adversary who acts as a verifier to gather
much knowledge in the learning phase and then acts as a prover to impersonate
an entity in the challenge phase. We say that the protocol is secure when the
probability that the adversary succeeds in the impersonation is negligible.

A strong security model of identification protocols has been established as
security against impersonation under concurrent attacks (imp-ca model) [2].
Roughly speaking, an adversary is allowed to concurrently access entities who
can prove their identities, even in the challenge phase. On the other hand, in
the security model against impersonation under passive attacks (called imp-pa
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model) [2], an adversary is only allowed to eavesdrop on identification commu-
nications in the learning phase.1

Identification using public-keys (i.e., identification in the public key infrastruc-
ture (PKI)model) is called standard identification (SI), andmany investigations on
SI protocols have been done. On the other hand, after the proposal of identity-base
cryptography [10], identification in the identity-base setting, called identity-base
identification (IBI), has also been investigated. In an IBI protocol, the existence of
a key generation center (KGC) is assumed as in other identity-based cryptographic
schemes.TheKGCpublishesamasterpublickey,generatesasecretkeycorrespond-
ing to the identity of an entity, and gives the secret key to the entity. Thus, IBI has
three phases: Setup, Extract, and Identification. In this setting, the verifier
needs to know the master public key and the identity of the prover only.

The first security formulation for IBI was given by Kurosawa and Heng [7].
They also proposed the first generic construction of IBI protocols from digital
signature schemes. The construction generates an imp-pa secure IBI protocol
from a digital signature scheme existentially unforgeable against chosen message
attacks (euf-cma secure) and its Σ-protocol [5] for signature possession. Bellare,
Namprempre, and Neven provided formal security definitions of IBI protocols,
the imp-pa security and the imp-ca security [1].2

For IBI protocols, we have three types of attack models regarding the selec-
tion of identities. One is called security against impersonation under adaptive
identity attacks (imp-atk security) [1,9], the second one is called security against
impersonation under static identity attacks (stat-id-imp-atk security) [9], and the
third one is called security against impersonation under weak selective identity
attacks (wsid-imp-atk security) [11], where atk denotes a type of attack such that
atk ∈ {pa, ca}. The wsid-imp-atk security implies a weak version of the imp-atk se-
curity such that an adversary in the wsid-imp-atk security declares the identities
of all entities to be in queries or challenged only at the beginning of the learn-
ing phase, and the stat-id-imp-atk security implies a weak version of the imp-atk
security such that an adversary in the stat-id-imp-atk security requests secret
keys of identities only at the beginning of the learning phase. Throughout this
paper, we denote security against impersonation under adaptive identity attacks
as adapt-id-imp-atk security (not imp-atk). Note that the wsid-imp-atk security is
weaker than the stat-id-imp-atk security since a stat-id-imp-atk adversary can be
constructed from a wsid-imp-atk adversary (see Appendix A).

Security Enhancement Transformations of Identity-Based Identifica-
tion. It is well known that the OR-proof technique [6] enhances the security
of SI protocols from the imp-pa security to the imp-ca security. Thus, we ex-
pect that the OR-proof technique can be applied to IBI protocols to enhance
1 There is another security model against impersonation under active attacks called

imp-aa model [2]. An adversary in the model is allowed to sequentially access entities
who can prove their identities; thus, it is stronger than the imp-pa model but weaker
than the imp-ca model. Throughout this paper, we do not consider this security
model since the imp-ca model is the strongest among them.

2 Note that the imp-aa security model is also defined in [1].
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security. However, to the best of our knowledge, no formal description of the
OR-proof technique for IBI protocols has been provided. In addition, since the
security notions for IBI protocols, differing in how and when an adversary de-
clares the target identity, have been presented in various ways, as shown in the
above [11,1,9], it is not clear how (and how much) the OR-proof technique can
enhance the security of IBI protocols.

We formulate three types of security enhancement transformations based on
the OR-proof technique for IBI protocols, dual-identity (DI), master-identity
(MI), and double-parameter (DP).

In an IBI protocol by the DI transformation, an entity with an identity id is
given a secret key corresponding to either imaginary identity (id , 0) or (id , 1)
for the underlying IBI protocol, and shows his/her identity by proving that the
imaginary identity is either (id , 0) or (id , 1). It is easy to have a variant of DI
transformation where each entity of id is given both secret keys corresponding to
imaginary identities (id , 0) and (id , 1), and shows that his/her imaginary identity
is (id , 0) or (id , 1) with either secret key. We call this double-key variant DIdk.
Single-key DI is called DIsk if necessary to distinguish with DIdk.

In an IBI protocol by the MI transformation, an entity with an identity id is
simply given a secret key corresponding to the identity id for the underlying IBI
protocol, and the entity of the identity id proves that his/her identity is either
id or an (imaginary) master identity.

In an IBI protocol by the DP transformation, an entity of an identity id is given
a secret key corresponding to the identity id based on either of two master public
keys in the underlying IBI protocol, and proves that his/her identity is id under
either master public key. It is easy to havea variant of the DP transformationwhere
an entity of an identity id is given two secret keys based on both master public keys,
and shows that his/her identity is id either based on either master public key. This
variant is used to construct an adapt-id-imp-ca secure IBI protocol proposed by
Kurosawa and Heng [8]. We call this double-key variant DPdk. Single-key DP is
called DPsk if necessary to distinguish with DPdk.

Our Contributions. We introduce two properties of IBI protocols similar to
Σ-protocols [5] in the proof-of-knowledge protocols, called Σ+-type and Σ∗-
type, and show that the DI, MI, and DP transformations require underlying
IBI protocols to have either property. Many existing IBI protocols satisfy these
properties. For example, all IBI protocols produced by the generic constructions
in [7,11] are Σ+-type, and a large proportion of them seem to be Σ∗-type.

Next, we formally prove that both DI and MI transformations can convert an
adapt-id-imp-pa secure Σ+-type IBI protocol to an adapt-id-imp-ca secure one,
and we show that they can also convert a wsid-imp-pa secure Σ+-type IBI proto-
col to a wsid-imp-ca secure one. In addition, we show that the DP transformation
can convert an adapt-id-imp-pa (resp. stat-id-imp-pa and wsid-imp-pa) secure Σ∗-
type IBI protocol to an adapt-id-imp-ca (resp. stat-id-imp-ca and wsid-imp-ca)
secure one.

We argue that it seem to be difficult to enhance passive security of IBI protocol
with the DI and MI transformations in the static identity attack model. In
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addition, we discuss that the DI, MI, and DP transformations can be applied to
identification protocols in the hierarchical identity setting.

Organization. We gives a definition of identity-based identification and related
notions in Section 2. The security enhancement transformations are provided
in Section 3. An additional security discussion and security relations are given
in Appendix.

2 Definitions

In this section, we define identity-based identification (IBI) protocols and intro-
duce a property similar to Σ-protocols [5].

Identity-Based Identification. We adopt the definition of IBI protocols in [1].
Let IBI = (SetUp, KG, P, V) be an IBI protocol, where SetUp is the master-key-
generation algorithm that on input 1κ outputs mpk and msk , KG is the user-
key-generation algorithm that on input (msk , id) outputs sk id , P is the prover
algorithm that, taking inputs mpk , id and sk id , interacts with V, and V is the
verifier algorithm that, taking inputs mpk and id , interacts with P and finally
outputs dec ∈ {accept , reject}.

We describe the formal definitions of the security of IBI based on the following
experiment Expadapt-id-imp-atk

IBI,I (κ) between a challenger and an impersonator I =
(CV, CP), where atk denotes a type of attack such that atk ∈ {pa, ca}.
Experiment Expadapt-id-imp-atk

IBI,I (κ):
Setup Phase: The challenger obtains (mpk ,msk)← SetUp(1κ) and initial-

izes HU , CU , TU , PS ← ∅, where HU , CU , and TU denote the sets
of honest users, corrupted users, and target users, respectively, and PS
denotes the set of provers’ sessions. The impersonator CV is given the
security parameter 1κ and the master public key mpk .

Learning Phase: CV can query the oracles Init, Corr, and Conv when
atk = pa, and also to Prov when atk = ca. Note that id �∈ HU \ TU
means that id is a target user, corrupted user, or non-initiated user.
– The oracle Init receives input id . If id ∈ HU ∪ CU ∪ TU , then it

returns ⊥. Otherwise, it obtains sk id ← KG(msk , id), adds id to HU ,
and provides CV with id .

– The oracle Corr receives input id . If id �∈ HU \TU , then it returns
⊥. Otherwise, it adds id to CU , deletes id in HU , and returns sk id

to CV.
– The oracle Conv receives input id . If id �∈ HU , then it returns ⊥.

Otherwise it returns a transcript of a transaction between the prover
with identity id and a verifier.

– (only when atk = ca) The oracle Prov receives inputs id , s, and Min .
If id �∈ HU \ TU , then it returns ⊥. If (id , s) �∈ PS , then it adds
(id , s) to PS , picks a random coin ρ, and sets a state of the prover
stP[(id , s)] ← (mpk , sk id , ρ). Next, it obtains (Mout , stP[(id , s)]) ←
P(Min , stP[(id , s)]). Finally, it returns Mout .
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Challenge Phase: CV outputs a target identity id∗ and state informa-
tion stCP. If id∗ is not in HU , then the challenger outputs reject and
halts. Otherwise, the challenger sets TU ← {id∗}, and gives stCP to
CP. CP can query Init, Corr, and Conv, (and Prov when atk = ca)
as in the learning phase. Finally, the challenger obtains (tr , dec) ←
Run[CP(stCP)Init,Corr,Conv(,Prov) ↔ V(mpk , id∗)] and outputs dec.

In these experiments, the adversary is allowed to obtain a secret key of an adap-
tively chosen identity and a transcript of a transaction between the prover of an
adaptively chosen identity and a verifier. In the case of atk = ca, it is allowed to
adaptively and concurrently access entities who can prove their identities.

Definition 2.1. Let IBI = (SetUp, KG, P, V) be an IBI protocol and I = (CV,
CP) an impersonator. Let κ be a security parameter. The advantage of I in
attacking IBI is defined as

Advadapt-id-imp-atk
IBI,I (κ) := Pr

[
Expadapt-id-imp-atk

IBI,I (κ) = accept
]
.

We say that IBI is secure against impersonation under adaptive identity and
concurrent attacks (adapt-id-imp-ca secure) if Advadapt-id-imp-ca

IBI,I (κ) is negligible
for every polynomial-time I and is secure against impersonation under adaptive
identity and passive attacks (adapt-id-imp-pa secure) if Advadapt-id-imp-pa

IBI,I (κ) is
negligible for every polynomial-time I.
According to [9] and [11], we describe two other security definitions, which are
weaker than the adapt-id-imp-atk security, of IBI based on the following exper-
iments, Expstat-id-imp-atk

IBI,I (κ) and Expwsid-imp-atk
IBI,I (κ) (atk ∈ {pa, ca}), between a

challenger and an impersonator I = (CV, CP).

Experiment Expstat-id-imp-atk
IBI,I (κ):

Setup Phase: At the beginning of this phase, CV on input 1κ issues a
single corrupt query (id1, . . ., id t) to the challenger before receiving the
master public key. The challenger is given the security parameter 1κ,
obtains (mpk , msk) ← SetUp(1κ), and computes sk idi

← KG(msk , id i)
(1 ≤ i ≤ t). It sets CU ← {id1, id2, . . ., id t} then returns (sk id1 , . . .,
sk idt

) to CV. The challenger initializes HU , TU , PS ← ∅. CV is given
the master public key mpk .

Learning and Challenge Phases: The learning and challenge phases are
defined the same as those in experiment Expadapt-id-imp-atk

IBI,I (κ), except that
impersonator I is not allowed additional queries to Corr during these
phases.

Experiment Expwsid-imp-atk
IBI,I (κ):

Setup Phase: At the beginning of this phase, CV on input 1κ issues a single
initialization query (id1, . . ., id t) to the challenger before receiving the
master public key. The challenger is given the security parameter 1κ

and obtains (mpk ,msk) ← SetUp(1κ). It sets HU ← {id1, id2, . . . , id t}
and provides CV with (id1, . . . , id t). The challenger initializes CU , TU ,
PS ← ∅. CV is given the master public key mpk .
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Learning and Challenge Phases: The learning and challenge phases are
defined the same as those in experiment Expadapt-id-imp-atk

IBI,I (κ), except that
I is not allowed additional queries to the Init oracle during these phases.

In the stat-id-imp-atk experiment, the adversary has to choose all identities that
it wants to corrupt at the beginning of the experiment. After that, it is allowed to
access oracles except for Corr. In the wsid-imp-atk experiment, the adversary
has to select all identities that it wants to initialize at the beginning of the
experiment. Then, it is allowed to send queries of only the identities chosen at
the beginning,

Let IBI = (SetUp, KG, P, V) be an IBI protocol and I = (CV, CP) an im-
personator. Let κ be a security parameter. The advantages of I in attacking
IBI are defined as Advstat-id-imp-atk

IBI,I (κ) := Pr
[

Expstat-id-imp-atk
IBI,I (κ) = accept

]
and

Advwsid-imp-atk
IBI,I (κ) := Pr

[
Expwsid-imp-atk

IBI,I (κ) = accept
]
. We say that IBI is se-

cure against impersonation under static (resp. weak selective) identity and con-
current attacks (stat-id-imp-ca (resp. wsid-imp-ca) secure) if Advstat-id-imp-ca

IBI,I (κ)
(resp. Advwsid-imp-ca

IBI,I (κ)) is negligible for every polynomial-time I and is secure
against impersonation under static (resp. weak selective) identity and passive
attacks (stat-id-imp-pa (resp. wsid-imp-ca) secure) if Advstat-id-imp-pa

IBI,I (κ) (resp.
Advwsid-imp-pa

IBI,I (κ)) is negligible for every polynomial-time I.
The relations between the security notions are given in Appendix A.

Σ+- and Σ∗-type IBI Protocols. We define two analogues of Σ-protocols [5]
in the context of IBI protocols. Let IBI = (SetUp, KG, P, V) be an identity-based
identification protocol.

Suppose that P and V interact by using four probabilistic polynomial time
algorithms (Σibi-com, Σibi-ch, Σibi-res, Σibi-vrfy) as follows:

P→ V: P computes (a, st)← Σibi-com(mpk , id , sk id ) and sends a to V.
V→ P: V computes c← Σibi-ch(mpk , id) and sends c to P.
P→ V: P computes z ← Σibi-res(mpk , id , sk id , a, c, st) and sends z to V.
V: V computes dec ← Σibi-vrfy(mpk , id , a, c, z) and outputs dec ∈ {accept ,reject}.
We call these types of three-move IBI protocols canonical [2]. We also call an IBI
protocol IBI Σ+-type if it is canonical and satisfies the following three properties:
special zero-knowledge, special soundness, and special challenge:

Special Zero-knowledge: We can obtain an accepting transcript from a chal-
lenge c, mpk , and id . That is, there is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm
Σibi-sim that takes on input mpk , id and c such that c ← Σibi-ch(mpk , id), and
outputs (a, z) such that accept = Σibi-vrfy(mpk , id , a, c, z). The distribution of
transcripts generated by Σibi-ch and Σibi-sim is indistinguishable from those of
real transcripts.

Special Soundness: We can compute the user secret key sk id for an identity
id from mpk , id , and two accepting transcripts (a, c, z) and (a, c′, z′) such that
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c �= c′. That it, there is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm Σibi-ext that
takes as input mpk , id , and two transcripts (a, c, z) and (a, c′, z′) satisfying
accept = Σibi-vrfy(mpk , id , a, c, z) = Σibi-vrfy(mpk , id , a, c′, z′) and c �= c′, and
outputs sk id .

Special Challenge: Σibi-ch depends only on mpk , not on (mpk , id), and the
output c is uniformly distributed over a commutative group G. In addition, the
group operation + is computable in polynomial time. G is determined only by
mpk , not by (mpk , id). That it, there is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm
Σ+

ibi-ch such that it takes as input mpk (without id) and outputs c, and c is
uniformly distributed over G.

We call an IBI protocol IBI Σ∗-type if the special challenge property is replaced
with the following property:

Strongly Special Challenge: Σibi-ch depends only on 1κ, not on mpk , and
the output c is uniformly distributed over G. In addition, + is computable in
polynomial time. G is determined only by 1κ, not by mpk . That it, there is a
probabilistic polynomial time algorithm Σ∗ibi-ch such that it takes as input 1κ

(not mpk) and outputs c, and c is uniformly distributed over G.
For example, all IBI protocols by the generic constructions in [7] and [11] are

Σ+-type. The Chin-Heng-Goi IBI protocol [3] and the protocols in [8] can be
seen as Σ∗-type.

3 Security Enhancement Transformations

Let IBI′ = (SetUp′, KG′, P′, V′) be a Σ+-type (Σ∗-type) IBI protocol in which
(P′, V′) use four probabilistic polynomial time algorithms Σibi-com, Σ+

ibi-ch (Σ∗ibi-ch),
Σibi-res, and Σibi-vrfy and have the special zero-knowledge property with a prob-
abilistic polynomial time algorithm Σibi-sim and the special soundness with a
probabilistic polynomial time algorithm Σibi-ext.

3.1 Dual-Identity Transformation

We show a security enhancement transformation based on the OR-proof, applica-
ble to the Σ+-type IBI protocol. We call this transformation DI transformation.

We describe an IBI protocol IBI = (SetUp, KG, P, V) produced by applying the
DI transformation to IBI′ in Fig. 1.

Due to the special challenge property, c is an element in G determined by
mpk ′, so are c0 and c1 since c = c0 + c1 and the operation + is defined in G.
Then, c0 and c1 are possible challenges under mpk ′.

It is easy to have a variant of the DI transformation, the DIdk transformation
such that each entity is given both secret keys of identities (id , 0) and (id , 1), and
the entity shows that it has either the secret key of (id , 0) or (id , 1). However,
this variant requires double sized secret keys for each user.
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Setup
SetUp(1κ)

(mpk′, msk ′)← SetUp′(1κ)
output (mpk , msk) = (mpk ′, msk ′)

Extract
KG(msk, id)
msk = msk′

bid ← {0, 1}
sk ′

(id,bid ) ← KG′(msk′, (id , bid ))

output skid = (sk ′
(id,bid ), bid )

Identification
P(mpk , id , skid ) V(mpk , id)

mpk = mpk ′ mpk = mpk′

skid = (sk ′
(id,bid ), bid )

(abid
, st)← Σibi-com(mpk′, (id, bid ), sk ′

(id,bid ))

cb̄id
← Σ+

ibi-ch(mpk ′)
(ab̄id

, zb̄id
)← Σibi-sim(mpk ′, (id , b̄id ), cb̄id

) (a0, a1)

−→ c← Σ+
ibi-ch(mpk ′)

c
cbid

= c− cb̄id
←−

zbid
← Σibi-res(mpk′, (id, bid ),

sk ′
(id,bid ), abid

, cbid
, st) (c0, z0, z1)

−→ c1 = c− c0
dec0 ← Σibi-vrfy(mpk ′, (id , 0), a0, c0, z0)
dec1 ← Σibi-vrfy(mpk ′, (id , 1), a1, c1, z1)
output accept if dec0 = dec1 = accept;

otherwise, output reject

Fig. 1. DI Transformation

3.2 Master-Identity Transformation

We show another security enhancement transformation based on the OR-proof,
applicable to the Σ+-type IBI protocol. We call this transformation MI trans-
formation.

We describe an IBI protocol IBI = (SetUp, KG, P, V) produced by applying the
MI transformation to IBI′ in Fig. 2.

Due to the special challenge property, c is an element in G determined by
mpk ′ so are c0 and c1 since c = c0 + c1 and the operation + is defined in G.
Then, c0 and c1 are possible challenges under mpk ′.

Here, idmaster is randomly chosen from the set of identities, but does not
coincide with any identities of real entities. It is clear that an adversary should
not be allowed to obtain the secret key of idmaster . In the construction of KG,
KG(msk , id) outputs ⊥ if id = idmaster . This means that the space of all possible
identities of entities does not include idmaster .

Note that the secret key size in the MI transformation is one bit smaller than
that in the DI one.

3.3 Double-Parameter Transformation

We show the other security enhancement transformation based on the OR-proof,
applicable to the Σ∗-type IBI protocol. We call this transformation DP trans-
formation.
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Setup
SetUp(1κ)

(mpk′, msk ′)← SetUp′(1κ)
choose a master identity idmaster

output (mpk , msk) = ((mpk′, idmaster), msk ′)
Extract

KG(msk, id)
output ⊥ if id = idmaster

msk = msk′

sk ′
id ← KG′(msk′, id)

output sk id = sk ′
id

Identification
P(mpk, id, sk id ) V(mpk , id)

mpk = (mpk′, idmaster ) mpk = (mpk ′, idmaster)
skid = sk ′

id
(a0, st)← Σibi-com(mpk ′, id , sk ′

id )

c1 ← Σ+
ibi-ch(mpk′)

(a1, z1)← Σibi-sim(mpk′, idmaster , c1) (a0, a1)

−→ c← Σ+
ibi-ch(mpk ′)

c
c0 = c− c1 ←−

z0 ← Σibi-res(mpk ′, id , sk ′
id , a0, c0, st) (c0, z0, z1)

−→ c1 = c− c0
dec0 ← Σibi-vrfy(mpk′, id , a0, c0, z0)
dec1 ← Σibi-vrfy(mpk′, idmaster , a1, c1, z1)
output accept if dec0 = dec1 = accepts;

otherwise, output reject

Fig. 2. MI Transformation

We describe an IBI protocol IBI = (SetUp, KG, P, V) produced by applying the
DI transformation to IBI′ in Fig. 3.

Due to the strongly special challenge property, c is an element in G determined
only by 1κ so are c0 and c1 since c = c0 + c1 and the operation + is defined in
G. Then, c0 and c1 are possible challenges under mpk ′0 and mpk ′1, respectively.

It is easy to have a variant of the DP transformation such that each entity
is given both secret keys based on mpk ′0 and mpk ′1, and the entity shows that
it has either a secret key in mpk ′0 or mpk ′1. This variant is used to construct
the adapt-id-imp-ca secure IBI protocol developed by Kurosawa and Heng [8].
However, the variant requires double sized secret keys for each user.

Although the DP transformation requires two master public keys and is less
efficient than the DI and MI transformations, the transformation can enhance
the security of a Σ∗-type IBI protocol even in the static identity attack model
(also see Section 3.5).

3.4 Security of DI, MI and DP Transformations

We formally prove that the DI, MI and DP transformations can convert an
adapt-id-imp-pa secure IBI protocol to an adapt-id-imp-ca secure one.

Proposition 3.1. The DI transformation converts an adapt-id-imp-pa secure
Σ+-type IBI protocol into an adapt-id-imp-ca secure one.
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Setup
SetUp(1κ)

(mpk′
0, msk′

0)← SetUp′(1κ)
(mpk′

1, msk′
1)← SetUp′(1κ)

output (mpk, msk) = ((1κ, mpk ′
0, mpk ′

1), (msk ′
0, msk ′

1))

Extract
KG(msk, id)

msk = (msk ′
0, msk′

1)
bid ← {0, 1}

sk ′
(id,bid ) ← KG′(msk ′

bid
, id)

output skid = (sk ′
(id,bid ), bid )

Identification
P(mpk , id , skid ) V(mpk , id)

mpk = (1κ, mpk ′
0, mpk ′

1) mpk = (1κ, mpk ′
0, mpk ′

1)
skid = (sk ′

(id,bid ), bid )

(abid
, st)← Σibi-com(mpk′

bid
, id , sk ′

(id,bid ))

cb̄id
← Σ∗

ibi-ch(1
κ)

(ab̄id
, zb̄id

)← Σibi-sim(mpk ′̄
bid

, id , cb̄id
) (a0, a1)

−→ c← Σ∗
ibi-ch(1

κ)
c

cbid
= c− cb̄id

←−
zbid
← Σibi-res(mpk′

bid
, id ,

sk ′
(id,bid ), abid

, cbid
, st) (c0, z0, z1)

−→ c1 = c− c0
dec0 ← Σibi-vrfy(mpk ′

0, id , a0, c0, z0)
dec1 ← Σibi-vrfy(mpk ′

1, id , a1, c1, z1)
output accept if dec0 = dec1 = accepts;

otherwise, output reject

Fig. 3. DP Transformation

Proof. We prove this by contradiction, i.e., we show that if there exists an
adapt-id-imp-ca attacker I = (CV, CP) for the resulting IBI protocol IBI, then we
can construct an adapt-id-imp-pa adversary I′ = (CV′, CP′) for the underlying
IBI protocol IBI′.

Reduction from adapt-id-imp-ca to adapt-id-imp-pa:
Setup Phase: The adapt-id-imp-pa adversary CV′ is given the security pa-

rameter 1κ and the master public key mpk ′.
Learning Phase: CV′ initializes HU , CU , TU , PS , SK ← ∅, where SK

denotes the set of secret keys, and gives the security parameter 1κ and the
master public key mpk to the adapt-id-imp-ca impersonator CV, where
mpk = mpk ′. CV′ simulates the oracles for CV as follows:
– (Simulation of Init) CV′ receives a query id : If id ∈ HU ∪ CU ∪

TU , then CV′ returns ⊥ to CV. Otherwise, CV′ sends (id , 0) and
(id , 1) to the external Init oracle, generates bid ← {0, 1}, sends
(id , bid ) the external Corr oracle to obtain sk ′(id ,bid ), adds id and
(id , bid , sk ′(id,bid )) to HU and SK , respectively, and provides CV with
id .

– (Simulation of Corr) CV′ receives a query id : If id �∈ HU \TU , then
CV′ returns ⊥ to CV. Otherwise, CV′ adds id to CU , deletes id in
HU , retrieves (id , bid , sk ′(id ,bid )) from SK , sets sk id = (sk ′(id ,bid ), bid),
and returns sk id to CV.
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– (Simulation of Conv) CV′ receives a query id : If id �∈ HU , then CV′

returns ⊥ to CV. Otherwise, CV′ sends (id , 0) and (id , 1) to the ex-
ternal Conv oracle to obtain (a0, c0, z0) and (a1, c1, z1), respectively,
and returns ((a0, a1), c, (c0, z0, z1)) to CV where c = c0 + c1.

– (Simulation of Prov) CV′ receives a query (id , s, Min): If id �∈ HU \
TU , then CV′ returns ⊥ to CV. If (id , s) �∈ PS , then CV′ adds (id , s)
to PS , selects a random coin ρ, retrieves (id , bid , sk ′(id,bid )) from SK ,
and sets a state of the prover stP[(id , s)] ← (mpk , sk id , ρ), where
sk id = (sk ′(id ,bid ), bid). Next, CV′ computes Mout depending on Min :
If Min is a null string (i.e., CV′ is requested to generate the first mes-
sage), CV′ sends (id , b̄id ) to the external Conv oracle to obtain (ab̄id

,
cb̄id

, zb̄id
), runs (abid

, st) ← Σibi-com(mpk ′, (id , bid), sk ′(id,bid )), sets
Mout = (a0, a1), and adds (st , cb̄id

, zb̄id
) to stP[(id , s)]. If Min is c (i.e.,

CV′ is requested to generate the last message), CV′ computes cbid
=

c− cb̄id
, runs zbid

← Σibi-res(mpk ′, (id , bid ), sk ′(id ,bid ), abid
, cbid

, st), and
sets Mout = (c0, z0, z1). Finally, CV′ returns Mout .

CV can query the oracles Init, Corr, Conv, and Prov, as shown above.
Then, CV outputs a target identity id∗ and state information stCP. If
id∗ is not in HU , then CV′ outputs reject and halts. Otherwise, CV′

sets TU ← {id∗}, and gives stCP to CP. At some point, CV′ obtains
(tr , dec) ← Run[CP(stCP)Init,Corr,Conv,Prov ↔ V(mpk , id∗)] acting as
V, where tr = ((a0, a1), c, (c0, z0, z1)). Then, CV′ reruns CP to obtain
(tr ′, dec′) ← Run[CP(stCP)Init,Corr,Conv,Prov ↔ V(mpk , id∗)], where
tr ′ = ((a0, a1), c′, (c′0, z

′
0, z
′
1)). The special soundness property of IBI′ im-

plies that sk (id∗,b) (b = 0 or 1) can be computed from tr and tr ′. CV′ fi-
nally outputs a target identity (id∗, b̄id∗) and state information (sk ′(id∗,b),
id∗, mpk ′) to the challenger.

Challenge Phase: After the challenger returns (sk ′(id∗,b), id∗, mpk ′) to
CP′, CP′ acts as P′ with the extracted secret key sk ′(id∗,b) to impersonate
(id∗, b̄id∗).

In the simulation of the Conv oracle, CV′ generates two queries from the received
query, sends the two queries to the external Conv oracles, and constructs an
answer from two replies from the Conv oracle. For Prov queries, CV′ uses the
secret key obtained in the Init oracle simulation, and simulates the Prov oracle.

It is clear that I ′ succeeds in impersonating (id∗, b̄id∗) if b coincides with b̄id∗ .
Since the resulting IBI protocol is witness indistinguishable [6] and I ′ has the
secret key of either (id , 0) or (id , 1), the Prov oracle simulation by I′ can be
perfect. Thus, we have Advadapt-id-imp-pa

IBI,I′ (κ) ≥ 1
2 (Advadapt-id-imp-ca

IBI,I (κ)− 1
|G| )

2 since
the underlying IBI protocol is canonical and the Reset Lemma [2] is applicable,
where G is a commutative group over which the output challenge is uniformly
distributed.

Note that two transcripts, (((a0, a1), c, (c0, z0, z1)), ((a0, a1), c′, (c′0, z
′
0, z
′
1))),

where c �= c′, implies either ((a0, c0, z0), (a0, c
′
0, z
′
0)) where c0 �= c′0 or ((a1, c1, z1),

(a1, c
′
1, z
′
1)) where c1 �= c′1.
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A detailed probability analysis is given in the final version of this paper. �
Proposition 3.2. The MI transformation converts an adapt-id-imp-pa secure
Σ+-type IBI protocol into an adapt-id-imp-ca secure one.

Due to page limitation, we only show an outline of the proof.
We assume two types of impersonators and show that there exist reductions

from each impersonator to I ′. We let Imaster be an impersonator from which
I ′ derives the secret key corresponding to idmaster , and Iuser be the other im-
personator from which I′ derives a secret key of a user. In the reduction from
Imaster , I ′ can perfectly simulate the Prov oracle by obtaining secret keys of
users from the external Corr oracle. Thus, I ′ can extract a secret key of idmaster

from Imaster (by using the Reset Lemma), and can impersonate idmaster . In the
reduction from Iuser , I ′ can perfectly simulate the Prov oracle with a secret
key of idmaster obtained from the external Corr oracle, and extract a secret key
of the target identity id∗ from Iuser (by using the Reset Lemma). Thus, it can
impersonate id∗.

A full proof will be given in the final version of this paper.

Proposition 3.3. The DP transformation converts an adapt-id-imp-pa secure
Σ∗-type IBI protocol into an adapt-id-imp-ca secure one.

Due to page limitation, we only show an outline of the proof.
After I ′ receives mpk ′ from the challenger, I ′ internally generates another

key pair (mpk ′∗,msk ′∗). I ′ can perfectly simulate all oracles since I ′ obtains the
secret keys of all users with this msk ′∗. Thus, I ′ can extract from I a secret key
of the target identity id∗ either for mpk ′ or mpk ′∗ (by using the Reset Lemma).
If I ′ obtains secret key for id∗ in mpk ′, I ′ can impersonate id∗ in mpk ′.

A full proof will be given in the final version of this paper.

Similarly to the above propositions, the security enhancement transformations
can be applied to wsid-imp-pa secure IBI protocols. Thus, the following theorems
hold.

Theorem 3.1. The DI transformation converts a wsid-imp-pa secure Σ+-type
IBI protocol into a wsid-imp-ca secure one.

We describe an outline of the proof.
In the Setup phase, the adversary who breaks the wsid-imp-ca security issues

(id1, . . . , id t) to the challenger. Then, the adversary who breaks the wsid-imp-pa
security issues ((id1, 0), (id1, 1), . . . , (id t, 0), (id t, 1)) to the external challenger.
After receiving mpk ′, the wsid-imp-pa adversary sends (id i, bi) to the external
Corr where bi is a random bit (1 ≤ i ≤ t), and receives the keys sk (idi,bi).
The wsid-imp-pa adversary simulates the oracles the same as in the proof of
Proposition 3.1.

A full proof will be given in the final version of this paper.

Theorem 3.2. The MI transformation converts a wsid-imp-pa secure Σ+-type
IBI protocol into a wsid-imp-ca secure one.
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Theorem 3.3. The DP transformation converts a wsid-imp-pa secure Σ∗-type
IBI protocol into a wsid-imp-ca secure one.

The strategy of proving Theorem 3.2 (resp. Theorem 3.3) is the same as
Proposition 3.2 (resp. Proposition 3.3) and Theorem 3.1. Full proofs will
be given in the final version of this paper.

On the other hand, the DP transformation can enhance passive security to a
concurrent one also in the static identity attack model.

Theorem 3.4. The DP transformation converts a stat-id-imp-pa secure Σ∗-type
IBI protocol into a stat-id-imp-ca secure one.

Due to page limitation, we only show an outline of the proof.
For a single Corr query on (id1, . . . , id t) from the adversary, I, who breaks

the stat-id-imp-ca security, the adversary, I′, who breaks the stat-id-imp-pa secu-
rity makes a single external Corr call (id1, . . . , id t), obtains (sk ′id1

, . . . , sk ′idt
),

and is given the master public key mpk ′. I ′ randomly selects b∗ ← {0, 1}, sets
mpk ′̄b∗ = mpk ′ and sk (idi,b̄∗) = sk ′idi

(1 ≤ i ≤ t), runs (mpk ′b∗ ,msk ′b∗) ←
SetUp′(1κ) and sk (idi,b∗) ← KG′(msk ′b∗ , id i) (1 ≤ i ≤ t), randomly selects
bidi ← {0, 1} (1 ≤ i ≤ t), sets mpk = (1κ,mpk ′0,mpk ′1), and provides I with
(sk (id1,bid ), . . . , sk (idt,bid )) and the master public key mpk . I ′ can perfectly sim-
ulate all oracles since I ′ obtains the secret keys of all users with msk b∗ . Thus,
I ′ can extract from I a secret key of the target identity id∗ either for mpk ′ or
msk ′b∗ (by using the Reset Lemma). If I ′ obtains a secret key for id∗ in mpk ′,
I ′ can impersonate id∗ in mpk ′.

A full proof will be given in the final version of this paper.

3.5 Discussions

While the DP transformation can convert a stat-id-imp-pa secure Σ∗-type IBI
protocol to a stat-id-imp-ca secure one, the DI and MI transformations seem not
to be able to do so. In the DP transformation, two master public keys in the
underlying IBI protocol, mpk ′0 and mpk ′1, compose a master public key in the
resulting IBI protocol, and the secret key of each entity in the resulting IBI
protocol is computed with either the master secret keys, msk ′0 or msk ′1, in the
underlying IBI protocol. Even in the stat-id-imp-atk security model, since the
simulator has a master secret key msk ′b∗ for the master public key mpk ′b∗ , it can
generate a secret key for any entity and then simulate the Prov oracle.

On the other hand, we consider the DI and MI transformations. In the DI
transformation, the master public key in the resulting IBI protocol is set with
the master public key in the underlying IBI protocol, mpk ′, and a secret key of
an entity corresponding to identity id in the resulting IBI protocol is a secret key
corresponding to either identity, (id , 0) or (id , 1), in the underlying IBI protocol.
The secret key is computed with the master secret key, msk ′, corresponding to
mpk ′. Since the simulator does not have msk ′ in the proof for the stat-id-imp-atk
security, it can not obtain secret keys for identities queried to the Prov oracle
and fail to simulate it.
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Table 1. Applicability of Transformations

adapt-id stat-id wsid

DIsk � �
DIdk � �
MI � �

DPsk � � �
DPdk � � �

In the MI transformation, the master public and secret keys and the secret
keys of entities in the resulting IBI protocol are the same as those in the un-
derlying IBI protocol. In the proof for the stat-id-imp-atk security, the simulator
might obtain the secret key for the master identity, idmaster , at the Setup phase
and simulate the Conv oracle. In the challenge phase, however, if the secret
key extracted from transcripts coincides with the key for idmaster , the simulator
would not obtain the non-trivial secret key and the impersonation would fail.

Next, we consider identification protocols in the hierarchical identity setting,
called hierarchical identity-based identification (HIBI) [4], and discuss the possi-
bility for converting passively secure HIBI protocols to concurrently secure ones.

Since each intermediate KGC is given both secret keys based on the two
independent master public keys in the DPdk transformation, it can issue two
corresponding secret keys for child KGCs or users. Thus, the DPdk transforma-
tion can convert an adapt-id-imp-pa secure HIBI protocol into an adapt-id-imp-ca
secure one.

In the DIdk transformation, the OR-proof can be accomplished when we adopt
(0, id1, id2, . . . , id �) and (1, id1, id2, . . . , id �) as two imaginary identities corre-
sponding to an identity (id1, . . . , id �) (� ≥ 1). The DIdk transformation can
convert an adapt-id-imp-pa secure HIBI protocol into an adapt-id-imp-ca secure
one.

It is clear that the MI transformation can convert an adapt-id-imp-pa secure
HIBI protocol into an adapt-id-imp-ca secure one since each entity is assigned
the secret key as usual and proves his/her identity by showing the possession of
his/her own key or the secret key for idmaster . Note that we need a restriction
in which the adversary is not allowed to make Corr queries whose prefixes are
idmaster .

3.6 Comparisons

In the previous subsections, we saw that the DI and MI transformations are ap-
plicable to the Σ+-type IBI protocol, while the DP transformation is applicable
to Σ∗-type. In this section, we compare the IBI protocols produced with these
transformations.

Table 2 compares computational costs, where | · | denotes the computational
cost of the algorithm. Here, |SetUp′|, |KG′|, |P′| and |V′| are the computational
costs of the underlying IBI protocol. Thus, |P′| and |V′| can be expressed as
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Table 2. Computational Cost

|SetUp| |KG| |P| |V|
DIsk |SetUp′| |KG′| + |b| |P′| + |Σibi-ch| + |Σibi-sim| |V′| + |Σibi-vrfy|
DIdk |SetUp′| 2|KG′| |P′| + |Σibi-ch| + |Σibi-sim| + |b| |V′| + |Σibi-vrfy|
MI |SetUp′| |KG′| + |id| |P′| + |Σibi-ch| + |Σibi-sim| |V′| + |Σibi-vrfy|

DPsk 2|SetUp′| |KG′| + |b| |P′| + |Σibi-ch| + |Σibi-sim| |V′| + |Σibi-vrfy|
DPdk 2|SetUp′| 2|KG′| |P′| + |Σibi-ch| + |Σibi-sim| + |b| |V′| + |Σibi-vrfy|
IBI′ |SetUp′| |KG′| |P′| |V′|
|b| and |id| are the costs for selecting one bit and idmaster , respectively.

|Σibi-com| + |Σibi-res| and |Σibi-ch| + |Σibi-vrfy|, respectively. Note that Σibi-com is
Σ+

ibi-com or Σ∗ibi-com depending on the type.
The DP transformation requires double computational costs in the Setup

phase, and the double-key variants (DIdk and DPdk) require double computa-
tional costs in the Extract phase. In all transformation, the computational
costs of Σibi-ch and Σibi-sim are required for a prover, and that of Σibi-vrfy for
a verifier. We may ignore |b| and |id| since they are comparably smaller than
others.

If a transcript of a transaction of the underlying IBI protocol has the form
(a, c, z), in all transformations that of the resulting protocol has the form ((a0, a1),
c, (c0, z0, z1)). Therefore, the communication costs for all transformations are the
same, and they require additional elements (|a|+ |z|+ |c|) for a prover than the
underlying IBI protocol. The communication costs for a verifier of the resulting
IBI protocol are the same with that of the underlying one. Here, | · | denotes the
bit length of the variable.

Table 3. Key Size

|mpk | |msk | |sk |
DIsk |mpk ′| |msk ′| |sk ′| + 1
DIdk |mpk ′| |msk ′| 2|sk ′|
MI |mpk ′| + |id | |msk ′| |sk ′|

DPsk 2|mpk ′| + κ 2|msk ′| |sk ′| + 1
DPdk 2|mpk ′| + κ 2|msk ′| 2|sk ′|
IBI′ |mpk ′| |msk ′| |sk ′|
κ is the security parameter.

Table 3 compares key sizes. The DP transformation requires double sized
master public and secret keys in addition to the security parameter, and the
double-key variants (DIdk and DPdk) requires double sized user secret key. The
DIsk and DPsk transformations require one more bit for the user secret key.

4 Conclusion

We introduced two properties of IBI protocols, Σ+-type and Σ∗-type, simi-
lar to Σ-protocols. We then proved that both DI and MI transformation can
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convert an adapt-id-imp-pa (and wsid-imp-pa) secure Σ+-type IBI protocol to
an adapt-id-imp-ca (and wsid-imp-ca) secure one, respectively. We also showed
that the DP transformation can convert an adapt-id-imp-pa, stat-id-imp-pa, and
wsid-imp-pa secure Σ∗-type IBI protocol to an adapt-id-imp-ca, stat-id-imp-ca,
and wsid-imp-ca secure one, respectively.

Converting an IBI protocol in the static identity attack model seems to be
difficult with the DI and MI transformations. The DI and MI transformations
require only a single master public key, while the DP transformation requires
two. Now we give an open problem related to the number of master public keys.
Open problem: Determine whether an OR-proof security enhancement trans-
formation exists, based on a single master public key, that converts stat-id-imp-pa
IBI protocol to stat-id-imp-ca one.
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A Relations between Security Notions

A.1 Relation between x-id-imp-pa Security and x-id-imp-ca Security

If an adversary who breaks the x-id-imp-pa security exists, then it immediately
implies that an adversary who breaks the x-id-imp-ca security exists, where x
denotes a type of attack such that x ∈ {ws, stat, adapt}. Thus, the x-id-imp-ca
security implies the x-id-imp-pa security.

A.2 Relation between stat-id-imp-atk Security and adapt-id-imp-atk
Security

If an adversary who breaks the stat-id-imp-atk security exists, then it imme-
diately implies that an adversary who breaks the adapt-id-imp-atk security ex-
ists, where atk denotes a type of attack such that atk ∈ {pa, aa, ca}. Thus, the
adapt-id-imp-atk security implies the stat-id-imp-atk security.

There is a gap between the stat-id-imp-atk and adapt-id-imp-atk security. As-
sume that there is a stat-id-imp-atk secure IBI protocol. We modify it to an IBI
protocol such that the master public key contains a special identity, and the
user-key-generation algorithm outputs an additional identity and a correspond-
ing secret key together with a secret key of the special identity if that key is
required. Then, the resulting IBI protocol is still stat-id-imp-atk secure but not
adapt-id-imp-atk secure.

A.3 Relation between wsid-imp-atk Security and stat-id-imp-atk
Security

Assume that an adversary who breaks the wsid-imp-atk security exists. Then, we
can construct an adversary who breaks the stat-id-imp-atk security, where atk
denotes a type of attack such that atk ∈ {pa, aa, ca}.

The wsid-imp-atk adversary initially issues a single Init query that consists of
identities, which only are allowed to be used in queries during the wsid-imp-atk
experiment. The stat-id-imp-atk adversary randomly selects a target identity
among them, and makes a single external Corr query that consists of all iden-
tities but the target identity, to obtain their secret keys. When the wsid-imp-atk
adversary makes a Corr query on an identity, the stat-id-imp-atk adversary has
already obtained it by the initial Corr query. At the end, if the wsid-imp-atk
adversary succeeds in impersonating the target identity, the stat-id-imp-atk ad-
versary can also impersonate the target identity by using the messages output by
the wsid-imp-atk adversary exactly as they are. Thus, the stat-id-imp-atk security
implies the wsid-imp-atk security. Note that the success probability decreases in
proportion to a fraction of users issued in the initial Init query.

There is a gap between the wsid-imp-atk and stat-id-imp-atk security. Assume
that there is a wsid-imp-atk secure IBI protocol. We modify it to an IBI protocol
such that the master public key contains an additional identity and a corre-
sponding secret key. Then, the resulting IBI protocol is still wsid-imp-atk secure
but not stat-id-imp-atk secure.
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A.4 Relations among Security Notions

Fig. 4 summarizes the relations among the security notions for IBI protocols.

wsid-imp-ca ⇐ stat-id-imp-ca ⇐ adapt-id-imp-ca
⇓ ⇓ ⇓

wsid-imp-pa ⇐ stat-id-imp-pa ⇐ adapt-id-imp-pa

Fig. 4. Diagram of Security Notions

The symbol ⇒ indicates “imply”, and A ⇒ B means that if an IBI protocol
is A secure, then the protocol is B secure.
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